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JOHNSON, MICHELLE T., Ph.D.  Race(inircles:  Racial Literacy as the Way Ouirected by Dr. Nancy Myers. 185 pp. g) Around in Rhetoric and Composition t. (2009) CD  Rhetoric and composition studies has no recognizable, critical theory or body of knowledge about race that attends to the field’s foundation: language, rhetoric,  persuasion, literacy, or writing. The field is in a crisis, a theoretical wasteland, when it comes to critical race praxis. Presently, it is stuck in racially liberal paradigms, such as multiculturalism, diversity, and color-blindness that are anti-progressive and linguistically and rhetorically lacking. These paradigms sustain what Charles W. Mills terms an “epistemology of ignorance” that regards knowledge of race and racism as hazardous to white dominance (17). To respond, I propose a theory of racial literacy that answers Keith Gilyard’s call for a “narrative about racial formation that would be useful in composition classrooms, one accessible yet sufficient in scope” (49).  I argue that racial literacy is a topic of investigation for the field of rhetoric and composition studies because it examines race as a discursive system with implications for knowledge construction, interpretation, and literacy performance. To move from racial liberalism to racial literacy, the field needs to make three shifts: 1) shift the rhetorical subject from the individual to language; 2) shift the theoretical paradigm from racial liberalism to racial literacy, and 3) shift from a pedagogy stuck between racial liberalism and critical pedagogy to one grounded in racial literacy strategies. The three shifts I propose should spark a new discussion in the field 
about students’ right to study language, similar to the 1974 College Composition and Communication Resolution Students’ Right to Their Own Language.  In chapter 2, I survey the field of rhetoric and composition to reveal its lack of critical engagement with race. In chapter 3, I outline the theoretical foundation of racial literacy, analyzing race as a discursive system. Chapter 4 describes my experiences implementing racial literacy in a rhetoric and composition classroom, while being attentive to university parameters and students’ rights to study language. I also provide a preliminary examination of the implications of teaching in the age of Barack Obama since his election as President of the United States. Looking to the future, chapter 5 lays out strategies for grounding racial literacy in the field.     
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1 Instead of “defining” race and racism, I “contextualize” it because an exercise in defining these terms 
would be a separate project. I recognize the complexities of theorizing about race and racism in academia, 
given the voluminous discourses on the subject. As such, I situate my use of the terms within the context of 
rhetoric and composition studies, and I privilege discursive perspectives of race, not over and against 
materialist ones, for example, but in keeping with the linguistic and rhetorical foundations of the field.  

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3 For a historical overview of SRTOL within a larger discussion of teaching about language and power, see 
Harmon and Wilson’s Beyond Grammar: Language, Power, and the Classroom.  
4 In "Towards a Consciousness of Language: A Language Pedagogy for Multicultural Classrooms,” Soliday 
proposes that students become researchers of their own language use and use their research for the content 
of a first-year writing course.  In "Students' Right to Possibility: Basic Writing and African American 
Rhetoric,” Gilyard and Richardson, propose an Afrocentric pedagogy to help students enter into academic 
discourse from a critical perspective. These two approaches privilege language analysis, at the same time as 

















































































































































































































































5 Racial literacy, as I will show, does not privilege a structuralist framework over a new historicist or post-
structuralist, for example. Racial literacy pulls relevant features from each to show how race functions 








































































































6 See Riche Richardson. From Uncle Tom to Gangsta: Black Masculinity and the U.S. South. In chapter 














































































































































7 I recognize the challenges inherent in equating gender construction with racial construction, in particular 
that race and gender intersect upon bodies differently. Throughout this project I reference intersectional 
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